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1 BOOKS

1.1 Authored


• Translated into Japanese by Kaniike Yoichi (Tokyo: Keiso Shobo, 2009.)
• Paperback version 2012.
• Electronic version (for Kindle) 2010.


   - Brief excerpt reprinted as “How can there be more than one answer to a moral question?” in Judith Friedman et al. (eds.) *What Should We Value?* (Princeton University, 2000) pp. 74-5.


   - Translated into
   - Excerpts reprinted in


- *Philosophy Problems Supplementary Course Reader* (Milton Keynes, England; The Open University: 1981) pp. 4-11
1.2 Edited


2 ARTICLES


42. “No character or personality,” *Business Ethics Quarterly* 13 (2003), pp. 87-94.


• Translated into Portuguese by Pedro Galvão as “Ética das Virtudes sem Traços de Carácter” in Tróżet: Revista de filosofia moral e política 1 (2003). (An online journal: [http://etica.no.sapo.pt/trolei.htm](http://etica.no.sapo.pt/trolei.htm).)


• German translation 2011 by Mark Zwinger online at “http://autoersatzteile.de/blog/die-nichtexistenz-der-charakterzuge”.

• Another German translation 2012 by Andrey Fomin online at “http://www.pkwteile.de/wissen/die-nicht-existenz-von-charaktereigenschaften”.

• A Russian translation 2012 by Mark Pozner online at “http://goscience.ru/nonexistence-charachter/”.

• A Polish translation 2012 by Nick Stasov online at “http://led24.de/blog/nieistnienie-cechy-charakteru”.

• A Romanian translation by Alexandra Sermina at “http://www.azoft.com/people/seremina/edu/virresp-rom.html”.

• A Danish translation 2014 by Daniela Milton at “http://www.autoteilexxl.de/edu/?p=1575”.

• A Ukrainian translation 2015 by Ivan Pilavskii at “http://www.10-walls.com/blog/virresp/”.


- Reprinted in Timothy O’Connor and David Robb, editors, Philosophy of Mind: Contemporary Readings (Routledge, 2003)
- Spanish translation in La Naturaleza de la Experiencia, edited by Maite Ezcurdia and Olbeth Hansberg (Instituto de Investigaciones Filosóficas: Mexico, 2003).


92. “Moral agent and impartial spectator,” The Lindley Lecture at the University of Kansas (1986), Lawrence Kansas, 15 pages.


   • Reprinted in Eduardo Rabossi and Fernando Salmeron (eds) *Ética y Análisis Volumen I* (Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Mexico: 1985), pp. 299-308.


   Reprinted in


• Reprinted in German translation as “Wissen, Grunde und Ursachen” in Bieri, Peter (ed.), *Analytische Philosophie Der Erkenntnis* (Frankfurt, Germany; Athenaeum: 1987) pp. 108-123.


### 3 REVIEWS


   


